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This sweet and simple pattern whips up quickly for earrings and more! 
Please enjoy this FREE pattern - my way of celebrating all the fun new 
bead shapes I found at BeadFest Philly 2017!


Happy Beading!


Follow me on my beading and other adventures!

on Instagram:     @the_rolling_beadweaver_ 

on Facebook:     The Rolling Beadweaver 

on the web:         therollingbeadweaver.com


http://therollingbeadweaver.com
http://therollingbeadweaver.com
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Materials for earrings: 

16 ea     Iris Duo Red Lava color A

6 ea       Iris Duo Pastel Metallic Green color B

2 ea       RounDuo 5mm Ancient Gold color C

10 ea     Minos bead metallic green color D

32 ea     Demi bead size 11o metallic green iris color E

<1 g       Size 15o dark green metallic color F

<1 g       Size 15o gold seed beads color G

1 pair     Earring hooks


Tools needed: 
Bead mat

Scissors

Size 10 beading needle

Bead thread such as SoNo, KO, or OneG

Pliers (to attach earring findings)


Can’t find the beads you need? 

Not sure you want to buy a bunch of beads that you might not use after 
this pattern? 

KITS will be available for this pattern in a variety of colorways from 
therollingbeadweaver.com shortly!


Please share the link to this pattern with your bead buddies!


You may use this pattern for personal and gift giving - but use for mass 
production, sale or alternate publication is prohibited. Thank you! —The 
Rolling Beadweaver :)
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Step 1: String 8 Iris Duos color A through their top 
holes. 


IMPORTANT!!! Iris Duos are flat on the back, unlike 
their Super Duo and Es-O bead counterparts. This 
means there is a front and back to them, so when 
you string these, make sure it's through the same 
hole on all beads. Otherwise one flips backward I'm 
the next step….


Step 2:


Tie the strung A beads in a loop, leaving an 8-10” 
long working tail.





Step 3: After tying a knot, work the 
needle through the next Iris bead- 
pass thru the bottom Hole first, as 
shown on left….

…and then turn back in the other 
direction by passing the needle 
through the other hole of the same 
bead, as shown on the right.


Step 4: string 1 E Demi, 1 D Minos, and 1 E Demi 
bead. Pass your needle through the next A Iris Duo.
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Step 5: string 1 E Demi, 1 B green iris, and 1 E Demi. 
Pass the needle through the next A Iris Duo.





Step 6: repeat step 4 & 5…

& then repeat step 4 twice, so your piece looks like 
the left photo…





Step 7: repeat step 5, then step 4 once more, so 
that you have a total of 3 Iris Duos and 5 Minos on 
the outside edge of the piece, as shown at left.


This will result in a component like an isosceles 
triangle, that works great for pendants earrings and 
bracelet components :)… once its finished, that is!
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Step 8: work your needle 
through the beads until you 
are exiting the bottom hole of 
one of the B green Iris Duos, 
as shown. 


Now, we will embellish the 
edge a bit — almost done…


Step 9: string 3 F dark green 15o beads and pass 
the needle back through the top hole of the B green 
Iris Duo. 





Step 10: Now, string 5 F dark 
green 15o beads, and pass the 
needle back through the same 
hole in the same direction, 
“picot” style as shown at left. 
You will be exiting the same hole 
in the same direction you started 
in, through the top hole.
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Step 11: String 3 more F 15o beads and pass the 
needle through the bottom hole to complete the leaf 
embellishment. 




*Pendant/Earring Loop* 

Step 12: Work your needle through the beads to exit 
the Minos bead between the green Iris Duos. String 
8 F 15o beads and pass the needle through the 
Minos bead in the same direction to make a loop for 
attaching the earring hook or pendant bail.





Step 13: Repeat Steps 9 -

through 11 to embellish the 
remaining green Iris Duos with 
15os. Once complete, work 
your needle through a couple 
more beads and knot your 
thread off. Cut off the excess 
after weaving the tail through a 
few more beads.
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Step 14:  Use your tail thread to 
sew a C gold RounDuo in the 
center of the flower. Notice the 
photo at left - you can sew your 
RounDuo on between any of the 
petals - just make sure you 
mirror whatever you do when 
you make the second earring :) 


Exiting a bottom hole of an Iris 
duo in the center of the flower, 
string the RounDuo and pass the 
needle through the bottom hole 
of the Iris Duo opposite the one 
your thread is exiting. Pass the 
needle back through the 
RounDuo bottom hole, and 
through the Iris Duo you started 
from. Repeat the thread path to 
secure. 


Work your thread up to the top 
hole of the RounDuo and pass the needle through the top hole. String 5 
gold G 15o beads, and pass the needle through the RounDuo’s top hole 
again. Work thread back through the bottom hole, and knot the tread off. 
Weave the tail through a few more beads and trim.


Make a 3rd component for your necklace pendant and your set it 
complete! 
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